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Self-Collusion Resistant Auctions for
Heterogeneous Secondary Spectrum Markets
Abstract:
Spectrum auctions have been proposed as powerful market-based spectrum
management techniques in recent years, to improve the channel utilization while
benefiting both the primary and the secondary users in secondary spectrum markets.
The major design goal of these auction schemes focuses on truthfulness to prevent
market manipulation, by ensuring that no buyer/seller can obtain a larger utility via
cheating on its bid price. However, self-collusion, a more insidious cheating behavior,
can successfully break the truthfulness of the three most popular schemes adopted by
secondary spectrum auctions, namely McAfee, Myerson’s Optimal Mechanism (MOM),
and Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG). Unfortunately, the existence of self-collusion in MOM
and VCG has never been reported in literature. In this talk, we mainly talk about our
research results in countering the self-collusion problem in MOM and VCG based
spectrum auctions. Particularly, we will present the root causes of the self-collusion
phenomenon and introduce our novel self-collusion resistant auction schemes that can
simultaneously achieve important economic properties, such as truthfulness and
individual-rationality. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate selfcollusion in MOM and VCG for secondary spectrum markets.
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